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Mindfulness in Nature 

Concordia Community
Comes Together to Strike 

Getting Ready for Winter:
Concordia's Clothing Swap

HILT members enjoying
Black Canyon of the

Gunnison National Park 

HILT members enjoying their time in the
Great Sand Dunes National Park 

This fall breakaway, instead of taking a moment to relax and reenergize, a group of

students decided to utilize their break in a different way. Twelve students and one

faculty mentor loaded into vans and departed Concordia to explore the Western

United States and learn about mindfulness practices in nature. Their trip began in

Moorhead, MN and headed west to Wyoming with the bulk of the trip

encompassing the nature around the Colorado area.  This trip was lead by juniors

Kate Folkman and Samantha Svendsen and senior Noah Johnson - with Dr, David

Wintersteen as faculty mentor. The goal of this trip was to expose students to

mindfulness practices while taking in the natural world. This looked different for

many of the participants as mindfulness can take many shapes and forms. Along

the trip the students met with various individuals who spoke with them about

indigenous people’s relation to nature specifically national parks, looking at public

lands to see how beneficial or problematic

they are, and lastly meeting with a yoga

instructor on how individuals can be

mindful of their bodies.

Eliza O'Brien, a senior who went on the trip, stated that she, "liked

connecting to the outdoors and the group of people we went

with. The parks were beautiful and our group was lots of fun!

There is lots of value in being active outside with a group of

people while practicing mindfulness to place value on yourself

and what is around you." 

This semester, the Office of Sustainability and the

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Commission

partnered to put on the second annual Winter

Clothing Swap. Prior to the swap, students and staff

could donate old winter clothing items and

accessories.  Then on the day of the event the

Concordia community was invited to pick up

clothing and accessories that they might need to

prepare for the winter weather. The event was

created to ensure that all students can acquire the

winter clothes they will need to be able to be

comfortable and warm in the cold months to come.

In addition, this event highlighted the value of

reusing clothing rather than throwing it away. So, not

only did the event distribute necessary winter gear,

but also generated awareness about clothing

donation and provided a sustainable alternative to

throwing clothing items in the trash.

This September, individuals from across the

world came together for the global climate

strike, and Concordia students, faculty, and

staff were eager to get involved. The Office of

Sustainability, SGA, and SEA collaborated to

generate awareness of a strike at Fargo City

Hall. The purpose of the strike was to demand

action on combating the climate crisis.

Students biked, walked, drove, and rode, to

show up and make sure their voice was heard.

On the same day, Senior Abigayle Reese stood

up on the steps of the Minnesota Capitol in St.

Paul, and spoke about the climate crisis,

demanding action in front of thousands of

strikers. These demonstrations showcased that

Concordia students, as well as many

individuals, are dedicated and passionate

about creating a better world for all to live in.



Coming up!

Sustainability Student
Leader of the Month:
Sydney Stock
 

The EcoHouse Backyard 
Gets a Makeover

When asked what sustainability means to her,

Sydney said, "Sustainability, to me, means striving

and actively working towards a healthier planet.

Not only within Earth's ecosystems but also in

terms of overall public health, infrastructure,

economy, and general well being among all

populations globally."

 

 

This month's

Sustainability

Student Leader

of the Month is

Concordia junior

Sydney Stock.

Sydney studies

Environmental

Studies with a

concentration in

Sustainable 

 

 

Practices. She also minors in Public Relations,

Philosophy, and Social Activism. Sydney is the

co-president of Student Environmental Alliance

(SEA) and a student representative for the

President's Sustainability Council. SEA is

dedicated to promoting and furthering

sustainability at Concordia and participating in

globally minded sustainability initiatives. In

Sydney's leadership position with SEA she is

working alongside other student

environmentalists to implement composting

on campus, explore how Concordia could

become a certified Bee Campus, and eliminate

or partially eliminate single use plastics on

campus. In her work with the President's

Sustainability Council, Sydney has been able to

engage heavily in the Climate Commitment

planning process. The Climate Commitment

seeks to engage the campus in a common

endeavor, to transition the campus to more

sustainable practices that will reduce carbon

emissions and increase the resiliency of the

college and greater community.

As new residents moved into the EcoHouse for the 2019-

2020 school year, new projects began. One of the largest

projects was to transform the backyard to create a more

welcoming space. The backyard project had been taken on

by past residents, but had required frequent maintenance

and was frequently neglected. Senior resident, Ellie Devos

wanted to transform the yard into a beautiful, low

maintenance space. The process began by looking at past

designs to analyze what worked and what did not. Ellie

and Tyler Franklin, Concordia's Cornucopia Garden

manager, relied on landscaping books and experiential

knowledge to draft and edit garden designs. They also

analyzed the existing backyard to observe the flow of water

through the yard and determine shady and sunny areas of

the space. From there, Ellie developed an initial yard

design which encompassed elements she wanted to

emphasize such as vegetable garden beds, native

wildflowers, and a perimeter of native shrubs. 

control the flow of water and ensure water stayed in the

yard rather than flowing into the neighboring parking lot.

After that, the perimeter was edged with landscaping brick

and flower beds were covered with black cloth and mulch

to help eliminate potential weed growth. Lastly, the plants

and trees were ordered and planted.

Ellie is incredibly happy about how how the project turned

out and states, "I am excited to have a foundation for other

residents to build on with further projects and additions to

the front and backyards. There are a variety of established

perennials but there is also room to add more plants and

structures like bee boxes and bird feeders. I am also excited

for the house to have an outside space to hold events,

harvest vegetables, and study or practice mindfulness." 

Resident, Leah Jadeke showcasing the  
EcoHouse backyard
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After Ellie drafted the

initial garden design,

she collaborated with

Tyler again to solidify

the design and

establish a work plan

for recreating the

space. The

transformation began

by cleaning up the

yard, organizing

materials, and

constructing the beds

for the vegetable

garden.

A rain garden was

created to help

Res Hall Electricity Competition - November

Join the EcoHouse Residents for

Friendsgiving on Nov. 23rd from 4:00-7:00pm

Apply by Nov. 15th to live in the EcoHouse for

the Spring 2020 semester - email Jackie at

jmaahs2@cord.edu for more information

Keep an eye out for Spring Break HILT leader

applications - coming this winter!


